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Summary__________________________________________ 

I’m a journalist with a background in science, trained in several international 
newsrooms and press offices. I write news and features about scientific research 
for general and specialist media. I also write and present factual videos, often 
explaining complex or controversial scientific issues. I studied Biology and an MSc 
in Science Communication. I’m bilingual and bicultural (English and Spanish). 

Experience_________________________________________ 

Freelance Journalist for various outlets 
October 2018 — present | Barcelona, Spain 

Freelance journalist and communicator specialising in science, technology and 
environment stories. I write news, features, interviews and videos for EL PAÍS 
(such as the front page article and video reporting the first ever image of a black 
hole), features for the science communication site OpenMind and I present videos 
and write web copy for Barcelona FC’s research branch, Barça Innovation Hub. 

Science Reporter at EL PAÍS newspaper 
October 2017 — October 2018 | Madrid, Spain 

Print and online journalist for Materia, science section of EL PAÍS newspaper. 
One-year contract granted in collaboration with the European ITN Elusives. 

Science Communicator at Elusives ITN 
October 2017 — October 2018 | Madrid, Spain 

Elusives is a particle physics Innovative Training Network supported by the EU 
Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions. As the recipient of the Elusives grant for science 
communication, I travelled to press offices in partner institutions, such as CERN 
and Fermilab, to learn and write about physics. I also handled Elusives’ external 
communications by organising original science communication projects (like a 
Reddit AMA with young physicists) and copywriting for web and social media. 

News Intern at Nature magazine 
August 2017 — September 2017 | London, UK 

Intern reporter working with the Nature News team. Producing research 
highlights (summaries of research papers) and news-in-brief articles (100-word 
items) for the print magazine. Writing research news articles online. 

Press Office Intern at Imperial College London 
October 2016 — August 2017 | London, UK 

Part-time press intern producing news releases and features for Imperial’s website 
and the print magazine Reporter. Interviewing Imperial academics and writing 
about events and current research undertaken at the university. 

Editor-in-Chief at I,Science magazine of Imperial College 
October 2016 — August 2017 | London, UK 

One of two Editors-in-Chief, jointly responsible for the overall running of I,Science, 
including the content of the print magazine (published termly at Imperial) and 
website. Admin responsibilities, commissioning content, chairing editorial 
meetings and coordinating a team of editors, writers, illustrators and designers. 

Public Relations Intern at SEO/BirdLife 
July 2015 — August 2015 | Madrid, Spain 

Editing and publishing newsletters. Updating website content daily. Working with 
journalists and providing written and graphic materials for the media. Translating 
promotional documents and official communications from Spanish to English. 
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Other work experience: 
● Science Editor at Palatinate student newspaper (Durham, UK | 2015-16) 
● Communications Intern at European Bureau for Conservation and Development (Brussels, Belgium | 2015) 
● Science Correspondent at Purple Radio (Durham, UK | 2015-16) 
● Kayaking instructor at Centro Náutico Serranillos Playa (San Román de los Montes, Spain | 2015) 
● Instructor at English Summer Camp (San Román de los Montes, Spain | 2012) 
● Self-employed TEFL tutor (San Román de los Montes, Spain | 2011) 

Education______________________________________________________________ 

Master of Science (M.Sc.) Science Communication, Distinction 
Imperial College London 
October 2016 — September 2017 | London, UK 

Studied philosophy and sociology of science, theoretical models of science communication and academic 
modules in narrative, documentary, radio and science policy. Completed practical modules in print journalism 
and film, with an academic dissertation on the representation of scientific research in PR and the popular press. 

Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) Biological Sciences, First Class Honours 
Durham University 
September 2013 — June 2016 | Durham, UK 

Completed First Class literature review on the evolution of mating systems in flowering plants, a report on field 
ecology undertaken in South Africa, and set up a mock biotechnology company as part of the Biological 
Enterprise module, where my team devised a noninvasive urine test for early diagnosis of prostate cancer. 

Spanish Baccalaureate, Distinction 
I.E.S. Puerta de Cuartos 
September 2011 — June 2013 | Talavera de la Reina, Spain 

Baccalaureate via the Science and Technology branch (Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Maths), with subjects in 
the humanities including History, Philosophy and Literature. Rounded average mark: 10/10. 

Skills___________________________________________________________________ 
 

Languages 
● Native bilingual in English and Spanish 
● Elementary French and Catalan 

Editing and Publishing 
Commissioned content, proofread and edited for I, 
Science and Palatinate. Copyedited for the Elusives 
and SEO/BirdLife websites. Experience in publishing 
and layout with WordPress and InDesign. 

Public Relations 
Managed external communications at Elusives, 
handled media requests at SEO/BirdLife and written 
news releases at Imperial College London and 
Fermilab. Experience copywriting for web and social 
media at Elusives and SEO/BirdLife. 

Print Journalism 
Bylines at EL PAÍS (Materia, Sociedad, Cultura, 
Cataluña), Nature, OpenMind, Reporter, I, Science 
magazine, Palatinate newspaper and The Bubble 
magazine. [https://brunomartin.journoportfolio.com/] 

Factual Screenwriting 
Written scripts for short science communication 
videos in various formats and registers at EL PAÍS 
newspaper (“Darwin, te necesito”, “Dale una Vuelta”), 
and Barça Innovation Hub (“The Sleep Guide”). 

Other: 
Research, teaching adults, presenting live and in 
video, amateur photography and videography (some 
experience recording and editing). 

Certifications__________________________________________________________ 

CELTA (Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages), Grade A 
Cambridge English Language Assessment via International House Madrid 
September 2016 | Madrid, Spain 

Certificate Spanish-British curriculum for Spanish Secondary Education (ESO), Distinction 
MEC/British Council Programme via I.E.S. Puerta de Cuartos 
September 2008 — June 2011 | Talavera de la Reina, Spain 
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